
VLan-100sd
Features
 Single channel
 Records audio from analog sources such

as telephone and microphone
 Three activation methods: off-hook, VOX

and push button
 Files saved in standard WAV format for

easy sharing
 Browser based system access with any

PC from anywhere at any time - no
application program is required

 Search, play and email  files directly
from the browser

 Database searchable by date/time, caller
ID and outbound number

 2GB internal flash memory with
automatic memory management

 Can also use an external USB drive for
portable/individualized data storage

 Record data can be optionally archived
to a central storage according to user
defined schedules
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A typical system structure with two groups of loggers.

Built with cutting edge technologies, the VLAN-100SD is a compact single-channel
analog voice logger with network connectivity. It records phone conversations along
with other information such as caller ID and date/time of the call. It can also record
analog audio from other sources such as microphone (conferences and meetings) and
radio (dispatch centers).

Voice recording can be activated with three different methods: off-hook (telephone),
VOX (voice activated) and push button (on demand). Files are compressed and saved in
standard Windows WAV format for easy sharing.

Analog Voice Logger With Network Interface

Eletech is proud to be
an internationally
recognized ISO
9001:2000 vendor

Based on user preferences, record data can be stored in either the logger’s internal flash
memory or an external USB drive. Therefore the system memory can be easily expanded
by plugging in a high capacity USB drive. Being able to save data to an external USB drive
also means that, when each user uses his/her own USB drive, the logger can be time
shared among several users with absolute privacy.

When multiple VLAN-100SD loggers are deployed at different locations, it is possible to
set up a storage center for archiving purposes. The record data will be stored in each
logger’s internal memory first, and then transferred to the storage center later according
to user-defined schedules. This way the archiving process is protected against unstable/
abnormal network conditions since it is not required to be carried out in real time.

1. Power Jack
2. Microphone (MIC) Jack
3. MIC Sensitivity Adjustment
4. Recording Source Selection
5. RJ-11 Phone Jack
6. Reset Button
7. USB Port
8. Ethernet Jack


